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a little girl and her father are walking on the beach together. her father is very quiet and seems almost afraid of the ocean. it's just the two of them along the rocky coastline of the sea of dreams and as they walk along a sun is shining in the sky so they both stop and watch the glorious display and they are both well aware of
how perfect this world is. the sun shines in the sky, the water comes up to their knees, the sand is golden and the ocean is a deep blue. the girl is struggling to keep up and she stops to take a drink from her bottle, but her father stops her and says you can't do that. it's not allowed in the sea of dreams and he will always be
there to watch over her and make sure she obeys the rules of the sea of dreams. but the girl doesn't want to be there with him and struggles to take her bottle from her father and walks away into the waves. at the end of this episode, we are left with only the girl whose life has been changed forever by the events that we

have just seen, her father who can never leave the sea of dreams, and the guardian of this world, a mysterious figure who knows the main character and has watched over him for many years. just a thought im with you on all of this. but seriously, thats a long fucking title. guess they couldn't think of something short enough.
and the last few parts are all the same. can't someone just subtitle this shit? im so sick of reading this stuff and being stuck at work. i'm thinking i'll end up downloading it if i feel it's worth it. fuck just a thought im with you on all of this. but seriously, thats a long fucking title. guess they couldn't think of something short

enough. and the last few parts are all the same. can't someone just subtitle this shit? im so sick of reading this stuff and being stuck at work. i'm thinking i'll end up downloading it if i feel it's worth it. fuck 5ec8ef588b
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